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Abstract. Systems combining an interval narrowing solver and a linear programming solver can
tackle constraints over the reals that none of these solvers can handle on their own. In this paper
we introduce a cooperating scheme where an interval narrowing solver and a linear programming
solver work concurrently. Information exchanged by the solvers is therefore handled as soon as it
becomes available. Moreover, to improve the pruning, the linear programming solver computes the
actual range of values of each variable with respect to the subset of linear constraints. To validate the
proposed architecture a prototype system—named CCC—has been developed. Several examples are
given to illustrate the gain in speed and precision we can expect with CCC.

1. Introduction
Many industrial applications ranging from financial applications and resource allocation to thermal flow problems and electro-mechanical engineering problems
involve solving arbitrary constraints over the reals. Such systems of constraints
are usually mixed: they are formed of linear equalities and inequalities, non-linear
equalities and often non-polynomial ones.
Interval arithmetic has been introduced in the constraint logic programming
(CLP) framework [1], [2], [8], [11], [14], [21] because of its capabilities to narrow
the domains of the variables for any system of constraints over the reals. We
collectively call the local consistency algorithms used in these systems interval
narrowing (IN) algorithms? . Chiu and Lee [4], [5] show that existing CLP languages
based upon IN algorithms are deficient in handling linear systems of constraints
over reals and therefore fail to solve general constraints systems over reals. For
instance, IN fails to solve such trivial systems as {x + y = 2, x − y = 1}.
The motivation of cooperating approaches is to tackle such mixed systems of
constraints over the reals by combining solvers based on different algorithms. Many
systems combining a linear programming (LP) solver and an IN-solver have been
proposed during the last years [3]–[5], [13], [16]. The purpose of this paper is to
?

The overall scheme of the IN algorithm is given in Section 2.1.
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introduce and to study a novel cooperating architecture based on the following
features:
• a concurrent architecture;
• an active use of the LP-solver.

1.1. CONCURRENT ARCHITECTURE
Cooperating solvers are usually based on the scheme suggested by Hong [9] which
consists in repeatedly applying each sub-solver until no change occurs. The main
drawback of such a cooperating process comes from its sequential nature: the
new constraints inferred by one solver will only be considered by the other one
when it has finished its resolution. As a consequence, new inferred constraints will
often remain in the message queue of a solver while the latter is tediously trying
to infer weaker constraints, and thus, the efficiency of the whole system may be
jeopardized.
To tackle this kind of problems, we propose a cooperating scheme where an
IN-solver and a LP-solver work concurrently. Each solver is composed of a local
constraint store, a communication process and several solving processes. The communication process, which is in charge of handling the constraints sent by the other
solver, works concurrently with the solving processes so that each newly received
constraint is actually incorporated into the local store as soon as possible.
This concurrent architecture provides an elegant solution to some slow convergence phenomena of the classical IN-algorithm. The cycling problem occurs
when a sequence uk = ƒ(uk −1 ) slowly converges towards a fixed point u such that
u = ƒ(u). If the linear sub-system allows the LP-solver to actually reduce the interval associated with some variables occurring in the cycle, concurrent cooperation
makes it possible to cut down cycling. For instance, let us consider the following
example:
x4 = x33 (3)
x1 = 0. 99 × x2 (1)
(2)
x2 = x1 (4)
x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ∈ [0 … 10000]
x3 = x1 × x2
In this example IN algorithm will run into an asymptotic convergence. Of course,
a LP-solver will immediately derive from (1) and (4) the system {x1 = 0, x2 = 0}.
Thanks to concurrency, this information will be considered by the IN-solver as soon
as it is available and cycling will be cut down.
Conversely, the IN-solver may deduce relevant information concerning some
variables a long time before it reaches a fixed point. In our concurrent architecture,
these new bounds are actually sent to the LP-solver as soon as they are inferred
(and not only when a fixed point has been reached).
1.2. ACTIVE USE OF THE LP-SOLVER
In most cooperating approaches, the LP-solver is used in a “passive” way: It only
checks if the subset of linear constraints is consistent. Some LP-solvers also detect
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“fixed variables”, i.e., variables that can only take a single value. We propose in
this paper to go one step further and to use the LP-solver in an active way for
computing the actual range of values of each variable with respect to the sub-set of
linear constraints. Let us consider for example the following set of constraints:
−x1 + x3 ≤ −1 (3)
x1 − x2 ≤ 2 (1)
x1 + x2 ≤ 1 (2)
−x1 − x3 ≤ 0
(4)
x12 ≥ 4 (5)
The subset of linear inequalities {1, 2, 3, 4} is consistent but no variable is fixed. In
such a case, a “passive” LP-solver, which only checks for consistency and detects
fixed variables, will not allow to reduce the domains. However, the actual domain of
variable x1 with respect to the subset of linear inequalities is [0 .5, 1.5]. Our “active”
LP-solver will compute the bounds of this domain; bounds which are required to
allow an IN-solver to detect the inconsistency of the whole system.
Hence, we propose to combine an IN-solver with an active LP-solver which
actually computes the range of values of each variable with respect to the sub-set
of linear constraints. The computed bounds are forwarded to the IN-solver which
can use them to perform further narrowing.
1.3. RELATED WORK
ICE [3] and PrologIV [16] have proposed a cooperation between an IN-solver and
a LP-solver. In ICE the IN-solver signals each bound it has inferred for variables
which are also included in some linear constraints, while the LP-solver sends to the
IN-solver the values of shared variables as soon as they are fixed. The algorithms of
PrologIV include Gauss and Simplex algorithms for handling equalities and linear
inequalities over rationals, and an IN algorithm for approximating solutions of nonlinear constraints over reals. Communication between these algorithms is based on
the generation of a new constraint over the reals (resp. over rational numbers) for
each fixed variable in the constraint system over rational numbers (resp. over the
reals).
CIAL [4], [5] integrates in a CLP language two cooperating interval solvers: a
linear equality solver based on an adaptation of the preconditioned interval GaussSeidel method, and an inequalities and non-linear equalities solver using IN algorithms and domain splitting techniques. The two solvers share common interval
variables and are activated sequentially (in a round robin fashion) until a fixedpoint is reached. Lhomme et al. [12] have proposed an algorithm for identifying
and optimizing asymptotic convergence dynamically.
1.4. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
Section 2 introduces the overall cooperating framework between an IN-solver and
a LP-solver. It also shows how the IN-solver and the LP-solver work inside this
framework. Implementation, experimentations and extensions issues are addressed
in Section 3.
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2. Cooperating Architecture
Our CCC system is composed of an IN-solver and a LP-solver which work concurrently. Each solver is defined by:
• a local constraint store;
• several solving processes;
• a communication process.

The resolution starts by sending the set of non-linear constraints to the IN-solver
and the set of linear constraints to the LP-solver. The local constraint store of
each solver is initialized and its solving processes are activated concurrently. Each
solver forwards to the other one the new constraints it has inferred. Forwarded
constraints are of the form xi ≤ a or xi ≥ a where xi is a variable shared by both
solvers and a a floating point number. This communication is based upon classical
notions of the cc framework [19], [22], e.g., forwarded constraints have the form
of Tell messages. Message passing between distributed solvers is based on the
communication protocol introduced in [18].
The original point of this architecture is that the communication process and
the solving processes work concurrently, i.e., the constraints sent out by a solver
are actually incorporated within the constraint store of the other solver while its
solving processes are still working.
2.1. THE IN-SOLVER
CLP systems like BNR-Prolog [14], Newton [1], CLP(BNR) [2], Interlog [11],
and Prolog IV [16] use a narrowing algorithm—adapted from the Waltz algorithm
[23]—which computes an approximation of arc consistency [8]. The general scheme
of this fixed-point algorithm is given in Figure 1. C = {C1 , …, Cm } denotes a set
of constraints over X = {x1 , …, xn }, an arbitrary set of variables; D = {D1 , …, Dn }
denotes the associated set of domains and Var(Ci ) denotes the subset of variables
of X which occur in Ci . Existing CLP systems over intervals mainly differ by the
narrowing operator used in IN-1: systems like CLP(BNR) and Interlog use
as narrowing operator an approximation of the projection functions? derived from
the constraints while Newton uses as narrowing operator a variant of the Newton
interval method.
IN-1 is an incremental algorithm. However, when slow convergence phenomena occur, new bounds computed by the LP-solver may remain in the message
queue for a very long time. As said before, this is a critical problem because some
slow convergence phenomena can be removed with the information provided by
the LP-solver.
?
A projection function computes the set of possible values for a given variable of constraint C
when all other variable domains are restricted to their solution set [11].
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1 IN–1 (in C, inout D)
2
Q ← {< xi , Cj > | Cj ∈ C and xi ∈ Var(Cj )}
3
while Q 6 = ∅
4
< xi , Cj > ← POP(Q)
5
D ′ ← narrowing(D, xi , Cj )
6
if D ′ 6 = D then
7
D ← D′
8
Q ← Q ∪ {< xk , Ck > | Ck 6 = Cj ∧ xi ∈ Var(Ck )}
10
endif
11 endwhile
Figure 1. Scheme of the standard IN algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Repeat
GetNewCst(C)
if Q 6 = ∅
then enqueue({< xi , C > | xi ∈ Var(C)})
else resume IN-1(C, D)
endif
endrepeat

Figure 2. Working Scheme of the Communication Process.

2.1.1. Handling of a Tell Message
The main idea is that a new constraint C carried by a Tell message must be taken
into account before IN-1 has reached a fixed-point. Indeed, as IN-1 monotonically
reduces the domains of the variables there is no reason to wait until a fixed-point
has been computed for adding a new constraint to the constraint store. Thus, we
propose here updating the queue Q while algorithm IN-1 is working. The working
scheme of the communication process is given in Figure 2. GetnewCst(C) reads
a new constraint C from the message queue if available, otherwise it will wait until
a new constraint arrives. To warrant the termination of the cooperating process, we
assume that no new constraint introduces any new variable.
In this concurrent framework, new constraint C will be processed in the worst
case after O(m) iteration steps of IN-1; as a matter of fact, if procedure enqueue
puts the new constraint C on the head of Q, it will be handled immediately.
2.1.2. Sending out a Tell Message
Deciding which constraints have to be forwarded is a problem similar to the one of
handling constraints carried by Tell messages. If the interval solver works sequentially, the modified bounds are only forwarded when a fixed-point is reached, i.e.,
when no more reduction can be performed by IN alone. Thus, relevant information
may be kept a long time in the local store of the interval solver. An alternative
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solution would consist in forwarding every new bound at each iteration step of
IN-1. However, in this case, the LP-solver would overflow with information.
Thus, we propose to modify IN-1 in order to be able to forward more concise
and more relevant information. The main idea consists in performing concurrently
all narrowing which may reduce some variable such than only the strongest reduction will be forwarded. Thus, instead of en-queuing tuples <variable, constraint>
we will enqueue the variables whose domain may be reduced; the resulting algorithm is straightforward and its theoretical complexity is the same as the one of
IN-1. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it forwards only the strongest
reduction when several constraints can be used to reduce a bound of a given variable. Moreover, contrary to IN-1, it would be easy with this algorithm to evaluate
in parallel all narrowing operators that work on a same variable.

2.2. THE LP-SOLVER
The LP-solver has to compute the actual range of values of each variable with
respect to the sub-set of linear constraints. It is composed of a local constraint
store, a communication process and, for each variable xi , two solving processes.
These solving processes, called min(xi ) and max(xi ), respectively are in charge of
computing the minimum and maximum values that xi can take with respect to the
sub-set of linear constraints.
Each solving process uses the simplex algorithm. New bounds sent by the INsolver are repeatedly taken into account by packages, each time a solving process
has finished its previous computation. The key point concerns the method for
handling these (numerous) new bounds. Obviously, one cannot simply add to the
simplex a new constraint, each time a new bound is received. Hence, we use a
simplex with explicit bounds [6] so that the new bounds are taken into account
by simply modifying the corresponding bounds in the simplex. In some cases,
these modifications lead to a simplex which is still in feasible form, and no further
computations are needed. However, if these modifications lead to a simplex in non
feasible form, some iterations have to be performed. In this case, we perform a
dual optimization [6] so that the new bound is computed in an incremental way:
usually, the new optimal value is very close to the last computed one and very few
dual iterations are needed to reach the new optimum.

3. Implementation and Discussion
A prototype of both a concurrent IN-solver and a concurrent LP-solver has been
developed in Oz. Oz is a very high level programming language designed for
symbolic computation [20]. Oz is based on logic variables and fair concurrency. The
shared constraint store and the concurrent processes could thus been implemented
in a straightforward way. For practical reasons, the IN-solver only forwards new
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x2 = 0. 99x1
x4 = x22

Example 1
x1 = x2

x1 − x2 ≤ 2
−x1 − x3 ≤ 0

Example 2
x 1 + x2 ≤ 1
−x1 + x3 ≤ −1

u12 + v12 − 2 = 0
w1 − v1 =< 0
x1 + y1 + z1 − t1 − 2w1 = 0
x1 − y1 + z1 + t1 − 4w1 = 0
r1 2 + s1 =< 0
u2 + v2 − 2w1 = 0
x2 + y2 + z2 + t2 − w2 = 0
x2 + y2 − z2 + t2 − 3w2 = 0
y2 − x2 + z2 + t2 − s2 = 0

Example 3
u 1 + v1 − 2 = 0
x1 + y1 + z1 + t1 − w1 = 0
x1 + y1 − z1 + t1 − 3w1 = 0
y1 − x1 + z1 + t1 − s1 = 0
u22 + v22 − 2w1 = 0
u2 − w2 =< 0
x2 + y2 + z2 − t2 − 2w2 = 0
x2 − y2 + z2 + t2 − 4w2 = 0
r2 2 + s2 =< 0

x3 = x1 x2

x12 ≥ 4

u1 − w1 =< 0

w2 − v2 =< 0

Figure 3. Motivating examples.

bounds when 10% of the size of an interval has been removed or when a fixed point
has been reached.

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the effective contribution of our cooperating scheme—named CCC—
we first compared it with the IN-solver working alone. CCC is always faster than
the IN-solver: For all examples where cycling occurs, the improvement factor is
more than 10. CCC also achieves stronger domain reduction than the IN-solver in
numerous cases.
To better illustrate the advantages of CCC, we now compare it with PrologIV
and CIAL on three small examples (cf. Figure 3). All systems are run on the same
computer but time comparison is not really relevant since PrologIV is compiled
whereas CCC and CIAL are interpreted.
In Example 1, the linear sub-system is strong enough to fix both x1 and x2
in any linear solver. Thus, both PrologIV, CIAL and CCC return the answers
instantaneously.
In the Example 2, PrologIV cannot achieve any domain reduction while
CCC detects the inconsistency. This is due to the fact that the linear sub-system
is not strong enough to allow PrologIV to fix any variable. CCC computes the
bounds of each variable and forwards them to the IN-solver which detects the
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inconsistency. CIAL computes a sharper approximation of the domain of values
than IN algorithms and will therefore also detect the inconsistency.
In Example 3, PrologIV can only prune the domains of variables u1 and u2
while CCC computes a sharp approximation of the domain of values of all variables
in a few seconds. To obtain this result, several exchanges of information between
the solvers are required. It is worthwhile to notice that, in this case, CCC achieves
a better pruning than solvers that use higher consistencies (like path consistency
on bounds [11]). CIAL requires about 2 minutes for computing a very rough
approximation of the solution. After domain splitting was invoked, CIAL did not
return anything in 15 minutes or more.

3.2. EXTENSIONS
CCC is only an exploratory prototype and various enhancements would be required
to compete with commercial systems. Among others, one can mention trivial formal
simplifications (e.g., variable substitutions) and adding redundant linear constraints
derived from non linear ones.
A critical point of CCC comes from the fact that the simplex algorithm is not
correct with floating point numbers so that rounding errors occur rather frequently.
In a practical way, to prevent some of the inconsistencies due to rounding errors,
a small value (e.g., 1. 10 −10 ) is added (resp. subtracted) to the bounds forwarded
by the LP-solver. Such an overestimation is also used in working with floating
point numbers while using the preconditioned interval Gauss-Seidel method [5].
Moreover, the latter method cannot handle inequalities and its effective complexity
is much higher than the one of the simplex. Another practical solution which seems
promising consists in using a revised simplex method which usually has a better
numerical stability and is also more efficient [17]. However, the only way for
actually preventing all rounding errors would be to use rational numbers, instead
of floating ones.

4. Conclusion
The key points of the framework introduced in this paper are a tight cooperation between a LP-solver and an IN-solver, and the computation of the actual
bounds over the linear sub-system. The proposed concurrent architecture provides
an elegant way to cut down part of the slow convergence phenomena of the classical IN algorithm. Moreover, exchanging information about the current values of
the bounds prevents part of the early quiescence problems of IN and drastically
improves the pruning. First experimental results on a prototype implementation
indicate the relevance of the proposed framework.
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